What to Expect
Expect—
—
When Selling Your Home
with The Hoagland Group
Plus tips for preparing your property,
and answers to most frequently asked questions!

Steve and Tonda Hoagland

Meet the Team Members

Tonda Hoagland, Co-Owner & Marketing Specialist
317-340-4575, Tonda@HoaglandGroup.com

Client testimonials speak volumes about Tonda’s success in the real estate business. She has always had
a passion for the housing industry and loves working with clients to help them attain their real estate
goals. She is a graduate of the University of Indianapolis, with a degree in Business Management. Prior
experience in Mortgage Lending and Management in the Banking Industry, in addition to Contract
Administration with IBM are a great fit with her career in Real Estate. Tonda has been a full time active
real estate agent for 13 years. She’s resided in the Greenwood area for more than 25 years and can’t
think of anywhere else she would rather live!
IMSD (Internet Marketing Specialist Designation), SFR (Short Sale & Foreclosure Resource), e-Agent
NationalRelocation.com Gold Member, Short Sale Super Star Member

Steve Hoagland, Co-Owner & Listing Specialist
317-506-6651, Steve@HoaglandGroup.com

The Hoagland Group puts two heads to work for you! After a very successful 25 year career in sales
management with IBM, Steve decided to join Tonda in real estate in 2007. His business acumen, sales
and marketing experiences, and financial background are a great asset to the team. He is a proud
graduate of the University of Indianapolis and Southport High School, and completed an executive
education program at the Harvard Business School. Steve has lived in Indianapolis/Greenwood area his
entire life. Needless to say -- he knows the neighborhood!
e-Pro, e-Agent

Brad Hoagland, Lead Buyer Specialist
317-789-5347, Brad@HoaglandGroup.com

A Center Grove graduate and current resident of Indianapoolis, Brad knows the area and he knows the
homes. Prior to joining the team, Brad had a successful career in retail sales, consistantly holding 1st
place in regional sales for his district. Highly skilled in negotiating, Brad not only helps buyers find the
perfect place, but also get the very best price!

Jennifer Musselman, Administrative Assistant/Social Media/Closing Coordinator
317-893-0598, Jennifer@HoaglandGroup.com
A former middle school literature teacher and current associate broker, Jennifer is invaluable in keeping
every transaction running smoothly from beginning to end! She’s also our social media and internet
expert promoting our listings throughout our extensive online presence. Once your home sells, expect
periodic emails from her keeping everyone informed and moving toward the “Celebration Table”!

All members of the Hoagland Group frequently attend workshops, seminars and conventions, such as their recent trip
to Austin TX for the Keller Williams Mega Agent Camp, to ensure they are “in the know” regarding the latest trends
and tools. They also enjoy sharing their real estate knowledge with buyers, sellers and other agents around the
country through frequent contributions to Real Estate Blogs such as Active Rain and IndyChats.com.
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Steps to Selling Your Home

There are 100’s of steps involved in the home sale process and no two transactions are
exactly alike. Here are the more common ones:
Listing Process:
 Select Your Agent
 Decide on a List Price
 Sign Listing Contracts
 Get all paperwork filled out and ready for listing
 Staging recommendations
 Prepare property for its debut to the public
 Photography appointment
 Sign in the yard and property goes live
 Marketing plan is rolled out
 Showings & feedback
 On-going pricing & staging strategies based on activity and feedback
Offer Process:
(For your planning purposes, the time from accepted offer until day of closing usually takes
30-45 days.)
 Receive an offer & negotiations
 Inspections & negotiations
 Appraisal completed & value approved by buyer’s lender
 Agreed upon inspection repairs completed by seller
 Buyer loan processing continues
 Clear to close from lender (underwriter loan approval)
 Final Utility Reading
 Celebration Table (more commonly called Closing!)
 Moving Day
 Transfer Possession (normally 0-3 days after closing)
A great agent will be there every step of the way and will walk you through the
process from start to finish!
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Why The Hoagland Group at Keller Williams?

Keller Williams:


International Company



#1 Real Estate company in the world — 2015



Technology Leader—2012 winner of Inman Innovator Award



Learning Based — Continual top notch training, coaching, masterminds, etc.



Gives Back to Community:
 National RED DAY—each office sets aside a day to work in the community
 KW Cares — donates $1000’s to help agents, families, and communities in need



Top 10 best places to work in America

KW Indy Metro South Office:


#1 Most homes sold (buyers and sellers) in
Central Indiana — all of MIBOR



#1 Most listings sold in Central Indiana



#1 Market Share on south side and
surrounding counties

The Hoagland Group:
Rank Top 1% in Sales out of 7,144 Central Indiana agents (MIBOR)
Average Days on Market
Ratio Original List Price to Sale Price

Hoagland Group
68
98%

MIBOR
84
96%

Winner of 2015 Angie’s List Super Service Award
Awarded 5 Star Agent 5 consecutive years—published in Indianapolis Monthly Magazine
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Proven 10 Step Marketing Plan

1. Price It Right: This is possibly the most important part of selling any home, and one that we pride
ourselves on being experts. We do extensive research on similar homes which are currently on the market, recently sold and those buyers didn’t select.
2. Make It Stand Out: If you haven’t heard of staging, we will familiarize you with it. Staging your
home can make it look more unique to potential buyers who are out looking at multiple properties. The
better your house looks, the more attention it will grab. We offer low cost, high impact solutions at no
extra cost or suggest a great staging company if more
3. A Tangled Web: Think about how much the internet is used these days. It’s not hard to believe that
this is the starting point for most people when looking for a home. We will make sure that your home is
visible on every major real estate website and purchase a “featured” listing on Trulia, one of the busiest
buyer search sites.
4. Pretty As A Picture: A picture is worth a thousand words, right? We custom edit all photos to ensure
your home’s first impression is truly impressive!
5. The Power Of Networking: Your property will immediately be sent to our extensive private database
of top performing realtors in the area announcing it’s debut! These are mega agents we’ve worked with
in the past who have buyers looking for properties.
6. Advance Notice & Follow Up: You’ll know in advance of any showings scheduled and you’ll receive
feedback within 3 days.
7. You’re Not Alone: You’ll hear directly from us to discuss anything and everything to do with your
listing, the market, & upcoming marketing strategies.
8. It’s all in the Details: A 20 page custom Pre-showing Announcement is emailed to every agent prior
to visiting your property. It answers buyer’s questions, equips agents with everything they need to
write an offer, and makes your property stand out from the competition!
9. Make It Go Viral: Jennifer, our team social media expert, works hard to make sure your home is
“Liked”, Retweeted, +1’d, and Repinned on all the various social media platforms available, including a
YouTube video.
10. Working 24/7: With our Listing Booster system, anytime a buyer drives past your home they can text
to view the details, picture and virtual tour of your property. It also captures their contact information
so we can follow up. If a seller prefers print flyers, we use QR codes that direct buyers to your personal
property website.
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Price it Right!

Correct pricing is essential to a successful sale. Current market conditions are always changing. The Hoagland Group uses the latest statistics to establish a competitive price range and continually reviews this throughout the listing period. The best
marketing plan cannot overcome poor pricing.

A
C
T
I
V
I
T
Y
WEEKS ON THE MARKET
Priced right = Offers
Showings and No Offers = Overpriced 4-6%
Low Showings = Overpriced 6-12%
No Showings = Overpriced 12%+
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Make it Stand Out — Staging!

Staging is getting your home ready for showings and media presentation. It’s not the same
as decorating which is very taste specific. Staging is all about highlighting your properties
best features and minimizing any flaws. The Hoagland Group offers low price, high
impact suggestions that enhance your property’s appeal to the most buyers. They will
recommend depersonalizing, neutralizing, and updating where needed.

Cluttered + Taste-specific = Not Ready

Minimal Décor + Neutral = Ready

If more assistance is needed… they call in the staging professionals at Home Matters.

“Tonda gave me great advice on how to get this home ready for sale. They were all easy,
inexpensive ideas that helped get it sold! Her advice was priceless!" - Tracey Johnson
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A Tangled Web — The Internet!

Did you know that over 90% of all Buyer’s start their search on the web? We’ll market your
property in full color, 24 hours a day, to buyers around the world on 100’s of key websites.
Plus — Hoagland Group listings are “FEATURED” on
— where over 31 million
homebuyers are searching. That means you have an enhanced display featured prominently in
search results for maximum exposure. Buyers will see you first!
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Pretty as a Picture

Pictures speak a thousand words….. so let’s be sure they are saying the right thing!
The Hoagland Group shoots hundreds of pictures for each property and then selects and
edits those that highlight its best features. Then the pictures are uploaded to the internet
and used to create a virtual tour and various print materials.
“Pictures were excellent” —Debby Kopp

Built-in Cabinetry

Lush Landscaping

City Skyline View

Center Island

Stunning Hardwood floors

Updated Bath

Daylight Basement Windows

Lake View

Inviting Sunroom
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The Power of Networking
Advance Notice and Follow Up
The Power of Networking
35% of all buyers found their new home through a real estate agent!
The Hoagland Group emails personalized “JUST LISTED” cards to their private data base of
active, producing agents they’ve work with in the past. It’s also delivered to 100’s of KW
agents all around town.

Advance Notice and Follow Up
You will receive a phone call,
text, or email from CSS
(Centralized Showing Service)
when an agent wants to show
your home to a potential buyer.
After each showing you will
receive an email from that agent
containing helpful feedback
about your home.
We periodically review these
with sellers to see if we need to
make any critical changes.
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It’s All in the Details — Pre-showing Announcement
You’re Not Alone
A Hoagland Group Exclusive
The Hoagland Group publishes a detailed, color Home Package for every
listing. Each one is unique —highlighting the features of the particular
property, neighborhood and area. Here are some items which are often
included:











MLS Sheet with all pictures and descriptions
School information
Link to neighborhood covenants
Map of area
Letter from homeowner (optional)
Utility contact information & averages
Floor plan
Lot plat
Tax records
Neighborhood pricing comparables

This home package is displayed in the property during showings. A Pre-showing Announcement is a PDF
version of the Home Package which is emailed to every agent prior to their scheduled showing. Why?
Because the buyer agent has most likely never been in your home and may not even be from the area. This
package equips the agent to answer his buyers questions on the spot, instead of having to get back with them
later. This makes your property stand out against others and increases the odds of getting an offer before they
even leave the property.
“That’s a great little package. What an awesome idea. The “Key Features”, Pebble run page, Schools/Utilities page and
comps are perfect. Just wanted to reach out and let you know A+” — Todd H., FC Tucker agent
“Wow! Never seen that before really appreciate it. A lot of information.” — Nick G., Indianapolis Homes Realty

You’re Not Alone!
We are with you every step of the way and communication is key to getting your home sold! Steve and
Tonda remain your point of contact from listing to closing. If there is a problem or concern, they want to hear
from you! You can reach them by cell phone, text, or email.
You will also receive:





Automatic Notifications on New Active, Pending and Sold Properties in your neighborhood
Automatic weekly Internet Traffic Report from Trulia
Automatic Showing Feedback —We’ll use this information to consider any strategic changes that
may need to be made.
Direct Communication from Listing Agent

“They are both easy to talk with and very good at building rapport. They make things happen and address all concerns.” — Erica Abshire
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Going Viral
Working 24/7
Going Viral
We pride ourselves on being one of the most technologically advanced real estate teams in Indianapolis.
Social media plays a huge part in that. Your home will be broadcast on a vast array of social media sites
such as Facebook, Google+, and probably some you haven’t even heard of yet— and we’re constantly
looking for new ones. This allows us to reach an entirely different market than on the real estate related websites. Those people are already looking for homes. The use of social media allows us to
reach people who might not know they’re looking for a new home—until they see yours!

“It felt reassuring that The Hoagland Group was tapping into all possible types of buyers.” — Tim Ritz and Janet Miller

Working 24/7
Listing Booster allows buyers to get instant photos, details and a virtual tour designed for mobile devices.
It also captures buyer contact information so we can follow up.

Centralized Showing is available anytime of the day or night an agent needs to schedule a showing. That
means you never miss a showing because the office is closed or the listing agent is unable to answer their
phone. Of course CSS will only contact you for approval between the hours of 9:00am and 9:00pm!
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The Hoagland Group’s Accolades

THE HOAGLAND GROUP
Earns Esteemed

2015 Angie’s List
Super Service Award
Award reflects company’s consistently high level of customer service
The Hoagland Group has earned the service industry’s coveted Angie’s List Super Service Award,
reflecting an exemplary year of service provided to members of the local services marketplace and consumer
review site in 2015.
“Only about 5 percent of the real estate companies in Central Indiana are able to earn our Super Service
Award,” said Angie’s List Founder Angie Hicks. “It’s a really high standard.”
Angie’s List Super Service Award 2015 winners have met strict eligibility requirements, which include an
“A” rating in overall grade, recent grade, and review period grade; the company must be in good standing
with Angie’s List, pass a background check, and abide by Angie’s List operational guidelines.
Service company ratings are updated daily on Angie’s List. Companies are graded on an A through F scale in
areas ranging from price to professionalism to punctuality. Angie’s List members can find the 2015 Super
Service Award logo next to company names in search results on AngiesList.com.
Angie's List helps facilitate happy transactions between more than three million consumers nationwide and its collection of highly
rated service providers in more than 720 categories of service, ranging from home improvement to health care. Built on a
foundation of more than 10 million verified reviews of local service, Angie's List connects consumers directly to its online
marketplace of services from member-reviewed providers, and offers unique tools and support designed to improve the local
service experience for both consumers and service professionals.

Indianapolis Monthly Magazine
Rated Real Estate Agents
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
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What’s it like to work with The Hoagland Group?
“We were more than satisfied..."
- They sold our house in 10 days.
- They were very professional as well as fun to be around
- Marketing was excellent and brochures made up of pictures were excellent
- Always responsive to emails and phone calls and always organized
— Debby & Greg Kopp, Move up seller/buyer
“You couldn't have done a better job...
Your marketing was spot on and really stood out on the listing. Take care and thank you again for everything you
did for us!" — Ginny Carroll

“Working with you was the best...
From the first time we met you at your open house, you were not pushy, and allowed us to look around without
following us and asking questions. You made us feel that the home we were selling was a wonderful home and
anybody would be thrilled to buy it. Actually, Mike and I were a little sad that we were no longer going to be
seeing you every weekend after we closed on our house. We have given out your cards and told friends and family
that we highly recommend you." — Mike & Vicki Riley
“They went above and beyond...
Tonda and Steve are excellent agents who listen to the needs of their customers and share their expertise. They
went above and beyond to get our house sold in 110 days in one of the worst housing markets that has existed (Feb
2009). They achieved this feat while achieving 95% of our original asking price in a declining value market.
Tonda & Steve understood our priorities, made suggestions and helped coordinate efforts to reach our desired
outcome. I would recommend the Hoagland Team to anyone interested in selling their home."
— Jason Wooldridge
“The sky's the limit when it comes to customer service with the Hoagland Team...
Steve and Tonda sold our house after we had other realtors who couldn't even get potential buyers in to look at it.
They had steady showings which sold our house in a little over a month. — Greg & Melissa Parrish

“You truly went above and beyond...
Thank you for all your efforts — from your marketing, organizing the inspection of the HVAC, negotiating to move
the closing date, and attending the closing on our behalf. — Wade Fisher

“They are my first call for real estate needs...
The Hoagland Group helped us sell our home in a down market, especially for the price range of our home (jumbo
price range). What they brought to the table was not the typical Realtor thinking. They provided a marketing plan,
and materials that got our home sold in a record amount of time; for just a little under our asking price.” — Russ
Hendricks
“You guys were able to do what we believed to be impossible…
Thank you so much for helping us through this major event in our lives. The availability and professionalism that
you guys showed made, what could have been a very difficult moment in our lives, very pleasant. Thank you again
for everything you guys did!! We will always remember it.” — Jason & Christie McGaha
“They were great!...
Very attentive and helpful. They are both easy to talk with and very good at building rapport. They make things
happen and address all concerns. Also, on the purchasing end, their turn-around-time was above and beyond
normal. "— Erica Abshire
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What You Need When You’re Ready to List



Jot down any questions you have for your agent



Have a spare key available for the lockbox (make sure it works!)



Secure your most recent mortgage balance(s) & account number(s)



Compile a list of your local utility companies & monthly payments over the past
12 months (Averages or budget amounts are fine)
 Gas
 Electric
 Water
 Sewer
 Trash collection



Have HOA Fees and contact information



Fill out the State of Indiana Sellers Disclosure (your agent will provide this)



Locate floor plans if available



Locate prior appraisal if available (to verify assessors square footage)



The names of the public schools that apply if known
 Elementary
 Middle
 High
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Preparing Your Property for its Debut!

Buyers will be looking at all of the available homes in a specific price range and
location similar to yours. Some of the properties may even be new construction.
It’s essential your home to look its very best. We have walked homes with many,
many buyers. Here are our top time tested suggestions to set your house apart!
Low Cost—High Impact


Make the interior of your home squeaky clean — if you don’t have time, hire a professional.
It’s worth the investment.



De-clutter!
Particularly small decorative, seasonal, or holiday items
Edit down the family pictures and remove magnets and other items from your refrigerator
Clear off kitchen and bathroom counters
Make your closets look organized, roomy and welcoming
Consider renting a storage unit, or neatly store items in the garage



If something is broke – fix it! If you started a “project” – finish it!



Remove wallpaper and borders



Paint! Use a neutral color (a stager favorite is Sherwin Williams Kilm Beige), avoid white
walls, and don’t forget the woodwork! Make it shine!



Have carpets and ceramic tile professionally cleaned.



If the ceiling is spotted from some past event – paint it!



Launder bed coverings or replace with new for a fresh clean look



Purchase “company is coming ” towels for the bathrooms



Remove small area rugs if not absolutely necessary or replace if necessary



Replace all burnt out light bulbs (use the highest “safe” wattage)



Remove/store over-sized furniture that overwhelms the space or constricts traffic patterns



Deep clean the bathrooms – and while you are at it, re-caulk showers and tubs



Clean out areas under sinks – ensure the area is clean and dry. Buyers hate mold and mildew!
Insert fresh cabinet liner material and leave the area uncluttered



Replace furnace filters and wipe off air return vents in each room
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Preparing Your Property (cont.)



Wash windows, screens and blinds



Enhance the curb appeal of your home
Tidy, freshly mown and edged lawn (Fertilize and water to make it looks its very best)
Plant seasonal flowers
Apply fresh mulch and trim trees and landscaping
Replace broken/worn mailbox
Update tired lawn furniture cushions
Power wash driveway, sidewalks, patio and siding as needed



Make a good first impression - the front porch area must be clean and inviting
Fresh paint on & around the door
New welcome mat or pot of flowers
Make sure front door unlocks and opens easily

Take it Up a Level!


Replace worn or “taste specific” colored carpets
New carpet should be neutral in color



Replace brass light fixtures and/or faucets
Use updated finishes that are appropriate for your home



Consider replacing shower doors if they are beginning to show their years



Remove/replace heavy, dated or bold colored window treatments



Have a professional remove mildew from roof – don’t power wash it!



Reseal Deck



Replace rotted exterior wood and repaint where pealing or faded



Replace kitchen appliances if they are mismatched, old, or worn out.
Most Buyers prefer stainless.



Replace worn/dated countertops with neutral colored Formica, granite or other solid surface alternatives that are appropriate for price range of property



Update old, overgrown landscaping
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Tips for Great Showings!



Turn on all of the lights, open all of the blinds, let the sun shine in!
Leave the exterior and front porch lights on if the showing is scheduled in the evening



Never leave money, jewelry, valuables or prescription pharmaceuticals in the open
Theft doesn’t happen very often, but don’t take unnecessary risks with your possessions.



Store away pet items (food dish, cat litter, etc..)



Sweep/Shovel sidewalks, rake leaves, put away toys, lawn tools, & hoses



Be sure house is tidy, kitchen and bathrooms are clean, toilet seats are down!



Put away liquor unless you have a bar/wine cellar etc.



Get rid of odors.
Avoid “fragrant” meals before showings.
Keep pet bedding clean/febrezed. A little air freshener goes a long way!



Don’t leave delicate, breakable items on display
Small children often bump into or grab items before an adult can respond.



Music is OK if the volume is very soft and style of music is soothing.



Leave TV off unless you have a theatre room, then show it off -- but not too
loud!



If you meet the visitors or their realtor, be pleasant but avoid discussing your
home, the neighborhood, the schools…anything you say can cost you money!



Never stay in your home during a showing! Seriously. Never.
It creeps out visitors and all they can think of is how quickly they can leave without being insulting.
We want buyers to feel at home, never uncomfortable.
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Frequently Asked Questions
answered by The Hoagland Group

Getting Started:
How long is a listing period?
Listing periods can be for any length of time, but most are a minimum of six months. You
cannot change brokerages within that time period unless the agent offers an Easy Exit
Guarantee.
What is an Easy Exit Guarantee?
It’s the flexibility to cancel the listing contract at anytime without a financial penalty. The
Hoagland Group offer this feature. Why? We want you to be delighted with your service. If
you aren’t, we want to know—and resolve that issue! If you simply want to cancel the
contract—all you have to do is let us know. We’ll part friends.
Should I offer buyers a one year home warranty?
Warranties cost approximately $400 and are paid for at closing. They cover the mechanicals,
plumbing, roof leaks etc. Sellers have the option to sign up for a home warranty when they list
or wait and see if a buyer requests them to purchase one as part of their offer. The listing
agent handles the ordering of any warranties.
Do all agents offer electronic signatures and how do they work?
Not all agents offer this service. We do because they are easy, secure and save our clients
time! It’s extremely convenient with today’s busy lifestyles, especially during contract
negotiations. All you need is an email account! Out-of-town clients find it particularly
helpful.
When will the sign go in the yard?
As soon as you’re ready and contracts are signed.
When will the photography be completed?
The photography session will be scheduled as soon as the property is ready for it’s public
debut! It’s not necessary for sellers to be home, but they are always welcome to attend.
Do agents help me stage my home for the big reveal?
Not all agents are skilled at offering staging recommendations. We offer many high impact,
low cost ideas that will give your property a competitive edge. If more attention is needed —
we will call in a professional stager.
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Frequently Asked Questions (cont.)

How much money will I net after selling?
At the initial consultation, and again with each offer/counter offer, the Hoagland Group prepares and
reviews a custom Estimated Net Proceeds with our sellers, similar to the sample below.
With us — You’ll always know your bottom line.

Expenses based on sales price.
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Frequently Asked Questions (cont.)

Should we have Open Houses?
It’s up to you! Statistics show that Open Houses are not an effective way to sell real estate.
Less than 1% of homes nation wide are sold in Open Houses, fewer in the Indianapolis
market. Our experience, over more than 10 years, is that most visitors are 6—12 months away
from purchasing, are neighbors or people getting decorating ideas. Open Houses are also
intrusive on the lives of sellers, they require extra cleaning, force them out of the house on a
weekend afternoon and create additional security risks. We hold them upon client request.
If you have an open house, please remember to put away all valuables, jewelry,
medications, financial records and/or important documents.
How is an accurate price established?
The real estate professional prepares a Comparable Market Analysis (CMA). It’s comprised
of similar homes in your neighborhood/area which:
 Sold within the past 6-12 months
 Are currently for Sale
 Were rejected by buyers
It’s extremely important to hire an agent that is familiar with the specific details of your
neighborhood so they can accurately interpret the marketing data. After reviewing the
pictures, improvements, updates, square footage and other listing details, the agent and seller
jointly determine a listing price.
When can we expect an appraisal?
If a buyer is acquiring a mortgage loan to purchase the property, the lender will require an
appraisal prior to closing. The value must equal or exceed the sales price. Occasionally, if a
property is very unique or has extensive acreage, an agent may request the seller to obtain an
appraisal prior to listing in order to determine the correct list price.
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Frequently Asked Questions (cont.)

Inspections:
Will my home be inspected by a professional home inspector?
Almost all property sales are inspected by a professional. Expect it to occur.
When does it happen?
The inspection will take place shortly after an offer is accepted.
The exact timing of the inspection is defined in the Purchase Agreement.
Do I have to fix everything that the inspector finds?
The buyers will send a formal Inspection Response after the inspection.
They may ask for things to be fixed. After discussion with you agent you will either accept,
reject or counter their request. This process can go back and forth several times — similar to
the offer negotiations.
Can I have my home inspected before listing? What does that cost?
Certainly. It usually costs $300 to $350. It may relieve some of the stress, but if you find
something you don’t plan to fix, you will have to disclose it to buyers.
How do I prepare my home for the inspection?
You don’t have to clean! Just enable the inspector to have access to all areas. Be certain your
car is out of the way if access to the attic is through the garage. We also recommend replacing
your furnace filter.
Who schedules the buyer’s inspection?
The inspector will call the showing service to schedule an appointment, just like agents do for
showings.
Can I stay in my home during the inspection?
It’s better to be away if possible
How long does the inspection take?
Generally an inspection will take two to 3 hours to complete — depending on the size of the
house. The inspector will schedule a specific time period when they schedule the appointment.
Will the buyer attend the inspection?
Probably. We always encourage our buying clients to attend—and take notes!
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Frequently Asked Questions (cont.)

Showings:
How are showings scheduled?
Buyer agents contact either the broker or a showing service to schedule an appointment. The
Hoagland Group uses a service called Centralized Showing because they are available 24/7,
ensuring agents can always reach someone to make an appointment and you won’t miss a
showing! The showing service will then contact you for approval in the method you have
selected: text, call, or email.
What if there are certain days or times when the house is not available for showings?
Your Centralized Showing Account will have specific instructions and can be edited
to restrict specific days or times as needed.
How long do showings last?
Normally showings are scheduled for one hour. Agents may arrive anytime within that hour
based on the other properties they are showing.
How can I prepare for showings?
Open blinds/draperies
Turn on lights
Have everything clean and tidy
Crate dogs or remove them for showings
How is the key for entry secured?
Agents use either combination lockboxes or Sentrilocks. For the safety of our sellers, we only
use the electronic Sentrilock which requires both a card and a PIN before it will open. It also
records everyone who uses the box and will not open for anyone between 10pm and 8am.
Combination locks allow people to share the combinations or buyers to see what combination
the agent is entering.
Can I stay in the house during showings?
No! Buyers do not feel comfortable looking at a home when the seller is present. If at all
possible, please leave. If you must stay, please go to a different area of the house and do not
share any information with the buyer or their agent.
Can I add a letter to Home Package for potential buyers to read?
Absolutely! We encourage sellers to write a letter to the potential buyers sharing what they
love about the home and community. Purchasing a new home is an emotional journey.
Personal letters from the homeowners helps buyers to imagine themselves living there.
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Great Agent Interview Questions

Something that always surprises us is how many people think all real estate agents do the same thing.
You’ve probably heard of the 80/20 rule. In real estate it’s 6% of the agents who do 94% of the business.
It’s no wonder consumers have bad real estate experiences. Here are some great questions to ensure
you’re hiring an expert.
How long have you been in residential real estate sales? Is it your full-time job?
Like most professions, experience is no guarantee of skill. But much of real estate is learned on the job
and this industry changes quickly. You want someone who is on top of the current laws, markets and
trends. There are many inexperienced and part time realtors who may not be able to offer effective
consultation and they often have another career producing limited availability for you, potential buyers
and buyer’s agents.
Who is your backup in the event of illness, vacation, or personal time away?
Having someone familiar with your home, recent negotiations, and documents is very beneficial –
particularly at certain key times. A well thought out business plan does not leave that to chance.
How many homes did you and your real estate brokerage sell last year?
This will touch on how much experience they have, and how up-to-date they are on the local market.
How many days does it take you to sell a home? How does that compare to others?
They should have information about their performance on hand and be able to present market statistics
from their local MLS to provide a comparison.
What’s the average variation between your initial listing and final sales price?
This is one indication of a Realtor’s pricing and negotiating skills.
What specific marketing systems and approaches will you use to sell my home?
Your agent should have an aggressive, innovative plan and understand how to market properties online.
Do you use social media marketing such as Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest to reach potential buyers?
Sites like Facebook are incredible tools to use to cast a wider net to reach potential buyers and sellers
who may be purchasing a home. Do they have a Facebook business page and advertise their listings to
targeted Facebook audiences?
Will you be using virtual tours to market my home?
Buyers love to see a virtual tour of a property they may be interested in viewing. Another consideration
would be syndicating the video tour to YouTube which gets significant traffic.
Will my home be “enhanced” on any of the most visited Real Estate websites such as Realtor.com,
Trulia.com or Zillow.com?
Real Estate marketing is all about presentation and standing out from the rest of the competition.
Enhanced listings receive preferred placement for more visibility.
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Great Agent Interview Questions (cont.)

How will my listing look on the internet?
Your home should be represented with numerous photos, detailed descriptions highlighting your homes
best attributes, and a virtual tour. Buyers looking online skip the homes with a couple of photos and no
descriptions. This is an enormous piece of the marketing and you would be flabbergasted if you knew
what a poor job some Realtors do.
Do you have a good camera?
Not only is having lots of photos important but the quality of the photography can not be overlooked.
You should be looking for an agent that has a good camera and knows how to use it or hires a
professional photographer.
Have you sold or shown homes in my neighborhood? How does mine compare?
Familiarity with a neighborhood goes a long way in establishing value. Often there is a wide variation in
updates, finishes, and features. Awareness builds an agents confidence in presenting value statements.
What unique marketing do you offer?
A great agent will have at least one unique marketing strategy which is different than what everyone else
is doing.
Can you recommend service providers who can help me obtain a mortgage, make home repairs, etc?
Agents should have an entire network of excellent professionals and be able to recommend more than one
for each area.
How will you keep me informed about the progress of my transaction?
A real estate agent who pays attention to the way you prefer to communicate and responds accordingly
will make for the smoothest transaction. They should be flexible and work in the manner the client
desires.
Could you please provide the contact information for three recent clients?
Ask their former customers if they would use the agent again in the future.
Do you have an administrator or personal assistant?
Busy Realtors can have a hard time doing everything well on their own. When a Realtor invests in their
business to hire a personal assistant you know they care about personal service. A Realtor can’t be in two
places at once. A helping hand and great team work speaks volumes about a skilled agent.
Can you show me how to make my home more marketable?
Things like whether or not it would be worthwhile to make an improvement or properly stage a home for
sale. The general rule on improvements is to make them when they are really going to enhance the
salability or give a significant return on the money spent.
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Great Agent Interview Questions (cont.)

When a buyer calls on my home will you ALWAYS be the one they communicate with?
It makes sense that the Realtor you hire is the one who has direct communication with the buyer when
an inquiry is made. At many Real Estate offices this is not always the case. Often times there is an
agent who answers the phone on a particular day and they get the lead. This is not ideal if the Realtor
has never seen your home before and the buyer is asking specific questions about the property.
Do you have a feedback system and if so, how does it work?
The Realtor you hire should be prepared to contact the buyers agent after the showing to find out if the
buyer has any interest and if not what their impressions were — both positive and negative.
How readily accessible will you be? Do you have a cell phone that I can reach you on when I need to?
You want to be able to reach the person you hire to sell their home. Will they provide their cell number
so you can contact them directly or will you be expected to go through their office? Do they receive
emails via their cell? This indicates they value prompt communication.
Do you have a written document that details precisely what services you intend to provide?
A written document eliminates misunderstandings, and establishes a level of accountability that is
essential to ensure the agent and the brokerage fulfills promises. A written document also substantiates
that an established business process is in place to ensure the successful sale of your home. Great agents
have great business systems and processes that consistently provide a smooth transaction.
Have you ever been fined by the Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors? If yes, how many times and
why?
Professional integrity is essential. You are relying on your agent to assist with one of your most
valuable assets. In order for the sale to go smoothly, you need to be able to trust him and so do the
agents representing the buyers.
How much do you charge to sell my home and why?
They should be able to explain to you how they get paid and what exactly they do for the money
earned. Commissions can vary from agent to agent but don’t be shortsighted here. If the going rate is X
don’t necessarily think you are saving money if agent tells you that they will charge Y instead. There
are many opportunities throughout the process where a great agent has the ability to save/make you
money.
Do you have additional fees not included in the quoted commission?
It’s not unusual for brokers to advertise a specific commission fee, while also charging additional
miscellaneous fees at the closing table. Make sure you won’t be surprised down the road!
Will you allow me to terminate the listing contract if I am not completely satisfied?
This is an important interview question because a Realtor that is confident they will get the job done
should have no problem with this clause.
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